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if such a settlement could be regarded as at all possible,
it could be conceived only as a compromise wherein
neither of the two conditions would attain its own ideal
but both would remain far below it. Whoever wishes to
attain the ideal of either state will have to rest with the
statement that Rousseau himself formulated; "II faut
opter entre faire un homme ou un citoyen: car on ne
peut faire k la fois Tun et 1'autre." ("One must choose
whether to make a man or a citizen ; for at the same time
one cannot make both/')
Both these necessities exist in ourselves: Nature and
culture. We cannot only be ourselves, we must also be
related to others, Hence a way must be found that is
not a mere rational compromise ; it must also be a state or
process that wholly corresponds with the living being, it
must be a " semita et via sancta" as the prophet says,
a "via directa ita ut stulti non errent per earn." ("A
highway and the way of holiness," " A straight way so
that fools shall not err therein.") (Isaiah, xxxv. 8). I am
therefore disposed to give the poet in Schiller his just
due, although in this case he has encroached somewhat"
outrageously upon the province of the thinker; since
rational truths are not the last word, there are also
irrational truths. In human affairs, what appears im-
possible upon the way of the intellect has very often
become true upon the way of the irrational, Indeed, all
the greatest changes that have ever affected mankind
have come not by the way of intellectual calculation, but
by ways which contemporary minds either ignored or
rejected as absurd, and which only long afterwards became
fully recognised -through their intrinsic necessity. Moi;e
often than not they are never perceived at all, for the
all-important laws of mental development are still to us
a seven-sealed book,
i am, however, little disposed to grant any considerable
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